LEVERAGING PLATFORMS TO REDUCE COSTS AND ENHANCE EXPERIENCE
Why adopt a platform-centric approach?

A hospital works with multiple processes and systems. Getting these disparate systems to function in tandem requires expensive and time-consuming integration projects. But this “glue, paper clip, and tape” approach doesn’t quite work out while trying to achieve end-to-end automation. Now, the good news is that organizations don’t have to stitch together systems to enable a digital-first business approach. A platform-centric solution that integrates the full spectrum of next-generation capabilities will accelerate automation initiatives, bring down the total cost of ownership, and simplify maintenance over time.

Moreover, it will help to resolve disputes and add, append, or automatically identify revenue cycle optimizations on both ends, which is the payers and the providers, to make sure things are being uploaded and updated properly. By automating the entire process, fraud cases can also be minimized. Moreover, the payer will have real-time insight into when re-credentialing should happen, helping to streamline the entire process.

Managing interoperability

Since the healthcare sector operates on huge volumes of data, across networks and systems, interoperability, therefore, becomes a major factor. Having proper connectivity between various parts of a hospital ecosystem is crucial to ensure a hassle-free claims process, seamless exchange of data, and easy maintenance of patient records. Hence a centralized platform is necessary which can be accessed by payers, providers, patients, agents, and facilitators alike to ensure that the data that is being uploaded can be accessed by everyone, increasing visibility, and accountability. This is extremely crucial since in many cases it so happens that due to one single error in filing, the entire claims process can get stuck, creating a critical bottleneck situation.
Ensuring compliance and data security

Hospitals and providers end up spending a lot of time on making sure that they meet the regulatory compliance and ensuring that patient records are safe and secure. This becomes a challenging task when there are multiple systems involved, and data exchange happens simultaneously on all, increasing the risk of cyber threats. With each system having its own data model for data storage, over time these applications create a siloed provider footprint which when taken, combined, and brought to a clean system, creates multiple provider records. This system of credentialing and contracting for provider data management is outdated. A microservices architecture that integrates and consolidates all patient records, provider details, and payer credentials in one platform will enable safer, faster, and easier access to data. To be able to function as a digitally enabled company of tomorrow, the healthcare ecosystem needs seamless integration and end-to-end automation of processes. And the road to achieving that is a platform-based approach. Infosys Helix, built on AI and runs on cloud, offers a one-stop platform approach to enable data reusability across business processes by harnessing all the data that a payer feeds in and then applying the level of intelligence that is required for the analysis process. It also helps in bringing all relevant stakeholders together on one platform, eliminating the need for manual work, thereby saving time, and removing the complexity of making multiple tools work together.
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